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Attachment 1

Mark-ups for the Associated COLA Revisions for 2.5.1 RAIs

(Total Pages - 201)

Legend of changes on the attached RAI mark-ups:

Red text indicate the changes that were provided in the revised response to the

RAI by FPL Letter L-2013-236

Green text indicates changes in COLA Revision 5 from the revised RAI response

Blue text indicates changes to the revised RAI response that were provided in the
revised response to RAI 02.05.04-1 by FPL Letter L-2014-1 11
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2.5.1 Roadmap

RAI Associated COLA Explanation of changes from RAI Response Comments
Number Revisions (Red Text and to COLA Revision 5 (Green Text, e.g., FPL Initiated

black strike through) Changes, i.e., technical editing, FPL additional work,)
COLA Revision

Revision Number
02.05.01-1 No N/A
02.05.01-2 No N/A
02.05.01-3 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made

mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final COLA
review.

02.05.01-4 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made
mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final COLA
review.

02.05.01-5 No N/A
02.05.01-6 No N/A
02.05.01-7 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made

mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final COLA
review.

02.05.01-8 No N/A
02.05.01-9 No N/A

02.05.01-10 No N/A
02.05.01-11 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made

mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final COLA
review.

02.05.01-12 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made
mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final FPL
COLA revision review.
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2.5.1 Roadmap

RAI Associated COLA Explanation of changes from RAI Response Comments
Number Revisions (Red Text and to COLA Revision 5 (Green Text, e.g., FPL Initiated

black strike through) Changes, i.e., technical editing, FPL additional work,)
COLA Revision

Revision Number
02.05.01-13 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made

mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final FPL
COLA revision review.

02.05.01-14 Yes 5 The green highlighted change for Subsection
2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2, was replaced by the COLA Revisions
provided in the response to RAI 02.05.01-13.

The new reference 947 shown as deleted was added in
FSAR 2.5.2.7 as reference 356.

The remaining green text changes are mostly editorial in
nature made mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or
technical wording additions or corrections based on a final
FPL COLA revision review.

02.05.01-15 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made
mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final FPL
COLA revision review.

02.05.01-16 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made Although not highlighted in
mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical green, the two paragraphs
wording additions or corrections based on a final FPL for Sierra de Jatibonico fault
COLA revision review. were not included COLA

Rev 5, will be in COLA Rev
6, Reference FPL Letter
L-2014-258
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2.5.1 Roadmap

RAI Associated COLA Explanation of changes from RAI Response Comments
Number Revisions (Red Text and to COLA Revision 5 (Green Text, e.g., FPL Initiated

black strike through) Changes, i.e., technical editing, FPL additional work,)
COLA Revision

Revision Number
02.05.01-17 Yes 5 For the changes to Subsection 2.5.3.8.2.1, second For the Santaren Anticline,

paragraph, some of the wording changes were not the first two paragraphs in
incorporated due to work FPL performed on Non-Tectonic the COLA were a single
Deformation after the NRC Public Meeting on 04/25/2013 paragraph in the RAI
regarding FSAR Section 2.5. response.

02.05.01-18 Yes 5 Some text from the response to RAI 02.05.01-18 for the
Mesozoic Normal Faults of the Bahama Platform was
deleted in the response to RAI 02.05.01-13.

The green bolded lined through text for Santaren Anticline
was replaced by the COLA Revisions provided in the
response to RAI 02.05.01-15.

The remaining green text changes are mostly editorial in
nature made mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or
technical wording additions or corrections based on a final
FPL COLA revision review.

02.05.01-19 No N/A
02.05.01-20 Yes 4 None
02.05.01-21 Yes 5 Figures 2.5.1-368, Sheets 1 through 3, and Figure 2.5.1-

369 were inadvertently not included in the revised RAI
response but were appropriately incorporated in COLA
Revision 5.

The remaining green text changes are mostly editorial in
nature made mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or
technical wording additions or corrections based on a final
FPL COLA revision review.
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2.5.1 Roadmap

RAI Associated COLA Explanation of changes from RAI Response Comments
Number Revisions (Red Text and to COLA Revision 5 (Green Text, e.g., FPL Initiated

black strike through) Changes, i.e., technical editing, FPL additional work,)
COLA Revision

Revision Number
02.05.01-22 Yes 5 The green bolded lined through text after

"The following text in FSAR Subsection
2.5.1.1.1.3.2.4, Cuba, will be revised in a future
revision of the COLA."
"After the last paragraph of Structures of Cuba in this
subsection."
was replaced by the COLA Revisions provided in the
response to RAI 02.05.01-21.

The remaining green text changes are mostly editorial in
nature made mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or
technical wording additions or corrections based on a final
FPL COLA revision review.

02.05.01-23 Yes 5 Green text changes are mostly editorial in nature made
mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or technical
wording additions or corrections based on a final FPL
COLA revision review.

02.05.01-24 Yes 5 None
02.05.01-25 No N/A COLA text revisions as a

result of this response are
included in the Associated
COLA revisions section of
the response to RAI
02.05.01-21

02.05.01-26 No N/A COLA text revisions as a
result of this response are
included in the Associated
COLA revisions section of
the response to RAI
02.05.01-21
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2.5.1 Roadmap

RAI Associated COLA Explanation of changes from RAI Response Comments
Number Revisions (Red Text and to COLA Revision 5 (Green Text, e.g., FPL Initiated

black strike through) Changes, i.e., technical editing, FPL additional work,)
COLA Revision

Revision Number
02.05.01-27 No N/A COLA text revisions as a

result of this response are
included in the Associated
COLA revisions section of
the response to RAI
02.05.01-21

02.05.01-28 No N/A COLA text revisions as a
result of this response are
included in the Associated
COLA revisions section of
the response to RAI
02.05.01-21

02.05.01-29 Yes 5 None COLA text revisions as a
result of this response are
included in the Associated
COLA revisions section of
the responses to RAI
02.05.01-21 and 02.05.01-
22.

02.05.01-30 Yes 5 None Information provided in this
response pertaining to the
Pinar, Cubitas, and La
Trocha faults are included in
the Associated COLA
revisions section of the
responses to RAI 02.05.01-
21.
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2.5.1 Roadmap

RAI Associated COLA Explanation of changes from RAI Response Comments
Number Revisions (Red Text and to COLA Revision 5 (Green Text, e.g., FPL Initiated

black strike through) Changes, i.e., technical editing, FPL additional work,)
COLA Revision

Revision Number
02.05.01-31 No 5 None COLA text revisions as a

result of this response are
included in the Associated
COLA revisions section of
the response to RAI
02.05.01-21

02.05.01-32 Yes 5 The green bolded lined through text for Subsection COLA text revisions as a
2.5.1.1.1.3.2.4 was replaced by the COLA Revisions result of this response are
provided in the response to RAI 02.05.01-21. included in the response to

The remaining green text changes are mostly editorial in RAI 02.05.01-21

nature made mostly to be consistent with the FSAR style or
technical wording additions or corrections based on a final
FPL COLA revision review.

02.05.01-33 Yes 4 None

Explanation of Additional Revision Bars in COLA Revision 5 not Associated with a RAI Response
On FSAR Pages 2.5.1-7, 8, 9, 10, 110, 111, 116, 365, and 366, the changes highlighted as a result of RAI Integration Efforts
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Mark-up to Revised Response
to NRC RAI No. 02.05.01-3 (eRAI 6024)

ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The following paragraph will be inserted after the third paragraph of Subsection 2.5.1.1.3.3.
Tertiary Tectonic History, immediately preceding the section "Opening of the Cayman
Spreading Center and Trough" in a future COLA revision:

Within the site region, the effects of the collision of the Greater Antilles arc with the
Bahama Platform led to the development of faulting in northern Cuba and in the
Straits of Florida during the Eocene time. The Walkers Cay fault and Santaren
anticline were also active at this time, and deformation or later reactivation may
have occurred in the Miocene on all of these structures, and may have continued
into the Quaternary on the Walkers Cay, Santaren anticline, and faults in Cuba.

The following paragraph will be added after the first paragraph of Subsection 2.5.1.1.3.4 in
a future COLA revision:

Faults within the Straits of Florida, the Santaren anticline, the Walkers Cay fault, and
faults in Cuba were all active in the Tertiary (Figure 2.5.1-229). The Santaren
anticline, the Walkers Cay fault, and faults in Cuba may have experienced continued
tectonic activity into the Quaternary period.

The following sentence will be added to the end of the original second paragraph of FSAR
Subsection 2.5.1.1.3.4 and the last three paragraphs of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.3.4 will
be deleted in a future COLA revision:

Present day tectonic features of the northern Caribbean region are shown in (Figure 2.5.1 -
202). The Nortecubana fault system, sometimes interpreted as a suture between the
northwestern Caribbean Plate and the North America Plate, is more aptly described as the
fold-and-thrust belt from the collision. The collision-and-suture process proceeded from
northwest to southeast, beginning at 60 Ma and ending at 40 Ma. The portions of Cuba
within the site region are far (>300 kilometers) from the active plate boundary
between the Caribbean and North American platesy and exhibit low to moderate
seismicity rates.

West of 71 0 W, the Cayman Trough separates the current Caribbean-North America Plate
boundary into two subparallel, predominantly left-lateral strike-slip features, the Oriente and
Septentrional faults on the north, and the Swan Islands-Walton-Duanvale-Enriquillo-
Plantain Garden fault system on the south. These accommodate a relative plate motion of
about 20 millimeters/year, which appears to be about equally divided between the two
features (References 358, 652, and 643).

Withinthcsitcreqion,theQuaterna rPeriedischaructerazedbysedimcnta rydcpositieonin bt
main..ndterrestriale-nvironmnt..OntheFloridaPlafformtheP!eictoccne A.A.rta4i
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Aft" Rtra; tsofFJori0daa;ndthcmR;;h;;m:;anksRNcogen sedimcentatininsdominatedbybasinal
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Mark-up to Revised Response
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FSAR Figure 2.5.1-202 will be revised in a future COLA revision as shown below:

Figure 2.5.1 -202 Tectonic Map of Northern Carribbean-North America Plate Boundary (Sheet I of 2)

NORTH AEIW PLAWTEU.

0 200 knN

Source: Reference 492
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The following text will be added to Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, sixth paragraph in a future
revision of the FSAR as follows:

The marine terraces in Table 2.5.1-203 were once thought to be the direct result of sea
level fluctuations through the last glacial cycles, but are now understood to be a result of
complex interactions between sea-level oscillation, subaerial exposure, a precipitation-
karstification function, and isostatic uplift (References 262 and 927). Since reefs form in
a shallow marine environment, the organisms that comprise the Key Largo and Miami
limestones preserve the record of Pleistocene sea level changes. These limestones in
some places have been subaerially exposed. Investigators (References 928 through 933)
studied the aforementioned limestones to understand the Atlantic-Caribbean sea level
changes. The record of Pleistocene sea level changes is preserved in the marine
sequences Q1 through Q5, from oldest to youngest, which correlate to marine isotope
stages MIS 11, 9, 7, and 5e (Table 2.5.1-209) (Reference 928). The marine sequences are
defined as a stratigraphic sequence of marine strata that represents a population of
benthic organisms. Marine isotope stages (MIS) are alternating warm and cool periods in
the Eearth's paleoclimate history, inferred from oxygen isotope data reflecting changes
in temperature.

Adams et al. (Reference 927) generated a model that calculates lithospheric uplift as a
result of a precipitation-driven karstification function (decrease of bulk crustal density)
and variations in subaerial exposure of a carbonate platform (i.eT, Florida) due to
oscillating sea level. The authors applied this model to north-central Florida to estimate
the ages of beach ridges and depositional coastal terraces. The ages were based on the
most recent estimates of sea level history since the Pliocene. The modeled ages of sea
level highstands were then compared to the elevations of uplifted beach ridges and
coastal terraces to evaluate plausible ages for deposition of the observed coastal
geomorphic features (Reference 927). The geomorphic features were the Trail Ridge, the
Penholoway Terrace, and the Talbot Terrace (Figure 2.5.14-M 370). The model produced
the following ages for the three geomorphic features near the north Florida-
southeastern Georgia Atlantic coast: (1) Trail Ridge approximately 1.44 m.y., (2)
Penholoway Terrace approximately 408 k.y., and (3) Talbot Terrace approximately 120
k.y. (Table 2.5.1-203., Reference 927).

Hickey et al. (Reference 928) analyzed the 23U/n SU ages of cores recovered at Grossman
Ridge Rock Reef and Joe Ree Rock Reef in the Florida Everglades and revealed
additional subaerial-exposure surfaces that are used to delineate subdivisions within the
five marine sequences of the Pleistocene carbonates of south Florida (Figure 2.5.1-356
371). These five marine sequences with Hickey et al. (Reference 928) subdivisions in
parentheses are as follows: Q1 (Qla-Qlb), Q2 (Q2a-Q2d), and Q4 (Q4a-Q4b) and Q5 (Q5e)
(Figure 2.5.1-367 372). These subdivisions delineated by Hickey et al. (Reference 928)
within units Q1 through Q5 preserve evidence of at least ten separate sea-level
highstands, rather than five as indicated by previous studies (i.e. Perkins, 1977, and
Harrison et al., 1984)-(Reference 928). Q5e is the youngest Pleistocene subaerial
exposure surface of the Florida Keys (Figure 2.5.1-357 372). The fossil content and the
234Ul 238U radiometric ages indicate that this morphostratigraphic unit was deposited
during the peak sea level of the last interglacial marine isotope substage 5e (MIS 5e).
Uranium-series ages on corals from this unit from Windley Key, Upper Matecumbe Key
and Key Largo range from 130 to 121 ka after corrections for calculated high initial
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234U/ 238U content (Reference 928). A Q4a sample from Point Pleasant near the island of
Key Largo has a best estimate age range of 340-300 ka, which falls into the early part of
marine-isotope stage 9 (MIS 9) (Reference 928). The age of a Q4b coral sample recovered
from a spoil pile in a quarry within unit Q4 on Long Key, southwest of Key Largo is
approximately 235 ka (corrected for calculated high initial 2MU1238U). This is consistent
with the early part of MIS 7. Hickey et al. (Reference 928) concludes that the Q1 through
Q3 units predate MIS 9 and that their preferred interpretation is that Q3 was deposited
during MIS 11 and that Q2 and Q1 represent pre-MIS 11 interglacial intervals (Figure
2.5.1-U5S 373) (Reference 928). Lastly, Muhs et al. (Reference 929) obtained ages of
corals from Windley Key, the island of Key Largo, and from Long Key to Spanish Harbor
Keys (middle Florida Keys) using Uranium- series dating. 23U/ 238U age dates are as
follows: approximately 114 to 122 ka (Windley Key), approximately 120 to 123 ka (island
of Key Largo), and approximately 114 ka (Long Key to Spanish Harbor Keys) (Reference
929). Thus the ages obtained by Muhs et al. (References 929 and 933) correlate to MIS 5e
and are consistent with the dates obtained by Hickey et al. (Figures 2.5.1-358-373 and
2.5.1-362 377 and Table 2.5.1-209) (Reference 928).

Although- no post-Stage 5e dates have been reported from corals recovered from pits or
cores from the exposed Florida Keys, several younger dates have been obtained from
submerged corals recovered from the shelf to the east of the Florida Keys (References
930 and 931). These have been assigned to marine-isotope substages 5c, 5b, and 5a.
These post-Q5e interglacial highstands were not high enough to flood the south
Florida inner platform (Reference 928). Multer et al. (Reference 930) obtained dates for
the Key Largo Limestone using thermal ionization mass-spectrometric (TIMS) uranium-
thorium (U-Th) dating. The dates from these rocks, 112.4 to 77.8 ka, correspond to the
marine- isotope substages 5c and 5a (MIS 5c and MIS 5a). These rocks were found
under the shelf edge at Conch Reef, Looe Key, under Carysfort Light area and at the
shelf edge
near Molasses Reef (Figures 2.5.1-35 9-374, 2.5.1-360-375, and 2.5.14-"4 376) (Reference
930). Toscano and Lundberg (Reference 934932) also used TIMS U-Th dating and
obtained dates of 7.7 +1- 0.7 ka and 8.6 +/-0.1 ka (basal Holocene) above the unconformity
on the shelf edge (core SKSE) at Sand Key outlier reef (lower Keys) (Figures 2.5.1-359-
374 and 2.5.1-360-375) (Reference 360-932). Below the unconformity, Toscano and
Lundberg (Reference 360931) obtained TIMS U- Th dates on corals from Sand Key outlier
reef and Carysfort Light area of 86.2 +1- 1.01 and 80.9 +1-1.7 ka (Figures 2.5.1-361-376 and
2.5.1-362-377).

ThepaleoshorclincsaGrozstheFl'oridaPeninsulaarenotparallclthroughta~measwouldbe
.xpet.•, byagleba. I-•ie .n ddropin .eal.vc. . The variations in orientation of shoreline features
indicate variations in eustatic adjustment across the Florida Platform and Peninsula
(Reference 262). Karstification effectively accomplishes the equivalent of isostatic
compensation by decreasing the crustal mass within a vertical column of lithosphere. The rate
of karstification (void space creation or equivalent surface lowering rate) within the north Florida
Platform is
about 3.5 times that of previous estimates (1 meter/I 1.2 thousand years [k.y.] vs. 1 meter/38
k.y.), and uplift rate is about two times higher than previously thought (0.047 millimeters/year
vs. 0.024 millimeters/year) (Reference 262).
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The following citation will be added in a future revision of the FSAR as follows:

927. Adams, P.NW., N. Opdyke,--ND-., and J. Jaeger-,4--M., Isostatic Uuplift Ddriven by
Kkarstification and Ssea-Llevel Oescillation: Mmodeling Llandscape
Eevolution in Nporth Florida7, Geology, vVol. 38, pp. 531-534, 2010.

928. Hickey, T.D-., A. HineS-ACG, E. Shinn,--E-A., S. Kruse, .E, and R. Poore, RZT.,
Pleistocene CGarbonate Sstratigraphy of Ssouth Florida: Eevidence for
Hhigh-Ffrequency Ssea-Llevel Coyclicity7, Journal of Coastal Research, vVol.
26, pp. 605-614, 2010.

929. Muhs, D.R-., K. Simmons,4-IR. R. Schumann,-RR- and R. Halley, R.B. "Sea-
level history of the past two interglacial periods: new evidence from U-series
dating of reef corals from south Florida," Quaternary Science Reviews, v. 30,
pp. 570-590, 2011

930. Multer, H-G-, E. Gischler, E J. Lundberg, J-, K. Simmons,-K4-l, and E. Shinn,-E.A,
Key Largo Limestone Rrevisited: Pleistocene Sshelf-Eedge Ffacies, Florida Keys,
USA, Facies, vVol. .46, pp. 229-272, 2002.

931. Toscano, M.-A, J. Lundberg,-J-., Submerged Liate Pleistocene Rreefs on the
Ttectonically-Sstable S.E. Florida Mmargin: Hhigh-Pprecision
Ggeochronology, Sstratigraphy, Rresolution of Ssubstage 5a Ssea-Llevel
Eelevation, and Oerbital Fforcing., Quaternary Science Reviews, vVol. 18,
pp. 752-767,1999.

932. Toscano, M.A-., J. Lundberg,4-, Early Holocene Ssea-Llevel Rrecord from
Ssubmerged Ffossil Rr-eefs on the Ssoutheast Florida Mmargin, Geology,
vVol. 26, pp. 255-258, 1998.

933. Muhs, D.-R., J. Wehmiller, J7F, K. Simmons, K. R. L. and York,-L-•., Quaternary
Ssea-Llevel Hhistory of the United States, Developments in Quaternary
Science, vVol. 1, pp. 147-183, 2004.
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The following Table and Figures will be added in a future revision of the COLA in the 2.5.1
Subsection.

Table 2.5.1-209 Marine Terrace Sequences in Southern Florida

Epoch Litho-stratigraphic Marine Sequence Radiometric
Unit Stratigraphic Unit Age Date (ka) Sample Location Depthllevation MIS

-4.9 to 5.3 meters
Windley Key, Upper above sea level at

05e (youngest) 130-121 Matecumbe Key and Windley Key Quarry, 5e
Key Largo water depths of -16

and - 22 meters
Key Largo

Lirnestore\Miami Q5c Conch Reef, Looe water depth of -15.2 5c

Limestone 112.4 to 77.8 Key Carysfort Light and -15 5 meters
Q5a area and Molasses (Carysfort Light 5a

Pleistocene Reef area)

04b? 230-220 Lo-ng Key Quarry -0.7 to 3.5 meters
Q__?_230-220_Long KeyQuarry above sea level

Q4a 340-300 Point Pleasant Core NR 9

Fort Thompson Grossman Ridge11
Formation Gosa igQ2 Rock Reef and Joe NR 11

Ree Rock Reef
Q1 (oldest) 11?

Notes:
"?" uncertainty
*** no reliable dates (Reference 928)
NR- elevations are not recorded in Reference 928
The Radiometric Age Date column is derived from Uranium-series ages (2 34UI 238 U) on
corals and thermal ionization mass-spectrometric Uranium-Thorium (TIMS U-Th) dating.
The Depth Column is approximate.

Source: References 928, 929, 930, and 933
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Figure 2.5.1-366-370 Locations of the Trail Ridge, Penholoway Terrace and
Talbot Terrace in Northern Florida and southern Georgia
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Note: Oblique hill shade image of northern Florida and southern Georgia showing Trail Ridge, modern
shoreline, and karstified central Florida. The inset is a profile along Trail Ridge axis showing spatial
variation in uplift, which agrees with spatial variation in karstification andlor lithology (Reference 927).
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Figure 2.5.1-356-371 Joe Ree Rock Reef and Grossman Ridge Rock Reef Locations in
South Florida in Relation to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 Site

Source: Mmodified from Reference 928
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Figure 2.5.1-357 372 Correlation of Marine Sequences of the Fort Thompson Formation
and Miami Limestone
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Figure 2.5.1-358-373 Interpreted Correlation of South Florida Pleistocene Sea
Level Record
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Figure 2.5.1-358-374 Carysfort Outlier Reef and Sand Key Outlier Reef Locations in
SouthFlorida in Relation to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 Site

Source: Mmodified from Reference 931
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Figure 2.5.1-360-375 Schematic Cross Sections of the Sand Key Outlier Reef and
the Carysfort Outlier Reef

A I
= MSL
-A U=2_ Sand Key Oudier Reef

Line 16a
24! 26.09N 81"52.20W

usu"J

B

SOUFrcc: Refcrencc 932
Note: Interpreted cross sections for Sand Key (main outlier reef) and Carysfort Outlier Reef. All dates
were determined via the high-precision TIMS U-Th technique. Unconformities were placed using U-Th
dates and stable isotope data differentiating marine units from subaerial exposure horizons (Reference
932). All Pleistocene U-Th dates indicate in situ post-Substage 5e reef growth. A: Sand Key Cross
Section: One Pleistocene date of 86.2 ka in core SKOR2A is considered to be reworked into the
associated rubble-pinnacle feature. B: Carysfort Cross Section: All cores are shown. An A. palmata reef
crest occurs in core CSFT4A (Reference 932).
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Figure 2.5.1-361 376 Composite Cross Section of the Florida Keys from Northwest
to Southeast and U-series Ages of Corals from Quaternary Reefs.
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Figure 2.5.1-362 377 State of Florida Showing Modern Last Glacial and Last
Interglacial Shorelines and Uranium Series Age Dates of Pleistocene Reefs in

South Florida in Relation to the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 Site

Soure:! modified from Rcfcrcncc 933

Notes:
(a) Upper: map of the State of Florida, showing the modern, last glacial (-21,000 years), and last
interglacial (-120,000 years) shorelines.
(b) Lower: detail of southern Florida, including the Florida Keys, and U-series ages of emergent or
shallow-submerged Pleistocene reefs.
(c) Abbreviations: WK-Windley Key, UM-Upper Matecumbe Key; LK-Long Key; SKR-Sand Key Reef
(Reference 933).
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Table 2.5.1-203 will be updated in a future revision of the FSAR as follows:

Table 2.5.1-203
Regional Marine Terraces, Elevations, and Probable Ages

Terrace Name Elevation Range Notes Probable Age a)m(b)

(feet above MSL)
Silver Bluff 1-10 0.043 Ma
Princess Annelcl 10-20 0.064 Ma
Pamlico 10-25 0.095 - 0.145 Ma
Betheraft)' 25-42 Formed during pause in sea- 0.210 Ma
Talbot d(b) level retreat from 0.120 0(b)_0.227

100-25 feet Ma

PenholowayMb) 42-70 Formed during pause in 0.393-0.408 "(0) Ma
sea-level retreat from

100-25 feet
Wicomico 70-100 Penholoway-Wicomico 0.393 Ma

form single
transgressive-regressive

sequence
Okefenokee(4d( 100-170 Okefenokee and 0.763 Ma
Sunderland Sunderland terraces 1.430 Ma

grouped by some
authors

Coharie 170-215 Coharie-Sunderland 1.650 Ma
form single

transgressive-regressive
sequence

Hazelhurst 215-320 1.66 to 1.98 Ma(?)

Source: Modified from References 271, 260, and 927.

(a) Probable age is a calculated from AH = kT (k = 0.135 x 103) with final correlation of high sea level data with deep-sea core
stages (Reference 260). Age is given in millions of years before present (Ma).

(b){d) Based on terrace recognized in southern Georgia; not recognized as a separate terrace in Florida in
Reference 271.

(c) The Princess Anne terrace is not seen In Florida but is the ninth terrace that Ward (Reference 260) observes in
South Carolina.

Wd)b) The approximate age is derived from modeling precipitation, karstification, isostatic uplift, and sea-level rise
(Reference 927).
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The fifth paragraph in FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.2.2 will be replaced with the following
paragraphs in a future revision of the FSAR:

The Holocene section at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site is classified as marl and
wetland soils belonging to the saprist (muck) group, and peat. Surficial deposits in the
relatively flat areas outside the vegetated depressions at the Turkey Point site were
variably characterized as either marls (clay and elastic silt), organic-rich elastic silt, or
peat sediments (Reference 996). The m•ad and muck. foundm•o., .stly outside vegctated
depressions surficial layers within the vegetated surface depressions at the Turkey
Point site were characterized as peat (Reference 996). Laminated surficial deposits
found mostly outside vegetated depressions are interpreted to have ferMed-in
anacreboc tidal environment likely resulted from cyclical changes in oxidation-reduction
conditions and/or chemical equilibria, in which dark colored, organic-rich sediments
were likely deposited under flooded, low-oxygen (reducing) conditions, and light
colored, carbonate-rich (HCI reactive) laminae were likely deposited under open marsh,
shallow water (and thereby less anaerobic) conditions (Reference 996). In coastal
Florida wetlands, marl deposition is typically associated with freshwater conditions.
Within the Turkey Point site cores, evidence for historic freshwater conditions is
provided by the presence of intact specimens of Planorbella spp., a freshwater
gastropod (Reference 996).. Saprist soils are generally defined as those in which two-
thirds or more of the material is decomposed, and less than one-third of plant fibers are
identifiable (Reference 276). Eighty-eight borings were drilled and sampled (standard
penetration test [SPT] samples in soil, continuous coring in rock) as part of the Turkey
Point Units 6 & 7 initial subsurface investigation. (Reference 708). During the
supplementary investigation, a total of nine borings are drilled (Reference 995), with
three of the borings inclined towards surface depressions. In addition, surficial "muck"
deposits (soft, surficial soil, and sediment layers) samples are collected at nine locations
(Reference 996). Drilling and sampling locations are shown on Figure 2.5.1-378.The
description of the Holocene section (i.e., "muck" deposits (soft, surficial soil, and
sediment layers)) in the soil borings across the Units 6 & 7 site (References 708995, and
996 Y, includes the thickness, color, hardness, and the presence of organics, silt, roots,
and shell fragment contents. The FRuGek eols-surficial deposits were sampled at the site
every 0.8 meter-{2.5 feet) using the SPT geotechnical sampling method. during the initial
site investigation (Reference 708) and sampled continuously in 2013 using a McCauley
Sampler (Reference 996) The musk-soils surficial deposits are classified under the
Unified Soil Classification System in accordance with ASTM D2488-06. Modifiers such
as trace (<5 percent), few (5 to 10 percent), little (15 to 25 percent), some (30 to 45
percent) and mostly (50 to 100 percent) were used to provide an estimate of the
percentage of gravel, sand and fines (silt or clay size particles), or other materials such
as organics or shells. In general, the thickness of the muck surficial deposits ranges
from 0-to approximately 48-feet 5 met•rs (0 to 15 feet) 0.6 to 3.4 meters (0.7 tol1 feet).
Muck is observed in the geotechnical borings and the multichannel analysis of surface
waves (MASW) survey data across the site. The muck appea.s to be surficial deposits
are thicker in the areas of the surficial dissolution features, which act as sediment traps
(vegetated depressions), filled entirely with peat (Figures 2.5.4-229 and 2.5.4-230). Color
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ranges from black to light gray, dark grayish brown to light brownish gray, and dark
olive brown to light olive brown. Mottled coloration is also noted in the muck. The
consistency of the muck is very soft-to-soft. Fibrous internal structure occurs within
organic soils in eight of the site borings: B-614, B-625, B-626, B-702, B-715, B-725, B-727,
and B-729. The organic content of the muck was visually estimated to vary from some
(30 2.9-46 30.3percent) to mostly (50- 100 pc ,ent) (Rfer--•. 708), . with an average of
10.6 percent (Reference 996)

Only one sample from boring B-601 (DH) contains "mostly silt." Trace to some sand is
noted in three borings: B-617, B-623, and B-723. Neither the sand nor the silt can be
correlated across the site as continuous stratigraphic units. However, fine-grained
calcareous material, marl, appears to overlie the muck in six borings: B-736, B-738, B-
802, B-810, B-812, and B-813. This marl-like material is described as a fat clay to sandy
fat clay (rathe, than -a slit -as d...bodin the field), and elastic silt that is light/dark gray
to lightdkI_, gra ;ih bro.n greenish gray, very soft, moist to wet, with some fine
grained sand and strong hydrochloric reaction (References 708 and 709). Where
present, the marl/elastic silts represent the uppermost surficial sediments This type of
marl forms when the ground surface is flooded for several months each year in the
summer followed by a number of dry months during the winter (hydroperiod). During
the hydroperiod, the microalgae (periphyton) grow on the surface water. The
precipitation of the microalgae from the calcium bicarbonate saturated water creates
marl (Reference 909).

It is important to note that the surficial deposits described at the Turkey Point site
generally correspond to the surficial sediment sequences described within other
coastal wetland systems adjacent to Biscayne Bay (References 397, 997, and 998).
Moreover, the thickness of the surficial sediments at the Turkey Point site is similar to
those reported for other coastal wetland locations in southern Florida and the greater
circum-Caribbean, including the Bahamas and Bermuda (Reference 996).

The surface of the site consists of approximately 2 to 6 fect (0.6 to 1 .8 meter-s) of ogFanic
GoilS called muck. The muck cOmpie recent light gray ca'careews Silts With Varying
amounts Of organic contcnt. The surfac-e elevations for the top of the orFganic SoEl ranged
fromn +0-2 to 1.8 feet (0.06 to 0.55 meters) IVSL (Figures; 2.5.1-334 -andl 2.5.1-337).

The following reference will be added to FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.3 in a future revision of the
FSAR.

909. Li, Y. Calcareous Soils in Miami-Dade County, Fact Sheet SL 183, Soil and
Water Science Department, Florida Cooperative Extension Service,
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, University of Florida, 2001.
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

FSAR Figure 2.5.1-229 will be revised in a future COLA revision to include a label for the
Straits of Florida normal faults as shown below:

Figure 2.5.1-229 Regional Tectonic Features

E~N

Sources: FSAR Section 2.5.1.3 References 2..41-822,482, 823, 457, 212, and 421
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The following paragraph of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2 will be revised in a future COLA
revision as shown below:

2.5.1.1.1.3.2 Principal Tectonic and Structural Features

The site region is covered by a thick sequence of sedimentary rocks and deposits that
obscure any Precambrian to Paleozoic tectonic features associated with the formation of
Pangea (Figures 2.5.1-240, 2.5.1-242, and 2.5.1-201). In fact, this region has generally
recorded only sedimentary processes since Mesozoic rifting, with the exception of the
possible tectonic activity associated with thecoGi sRonoftheGreaterAnti HesArcwiththe
BahamaPltffermduringCretaceousteEocenetime the Cuban fold and thrust belt,
possibly active faults in northern Cuba, adjacent Straits of Florida normal faults, the
Santaren anticline, and the Walker's Cay fault. The Florida Platform has been a site of
stable carbonate platform deposition continually since the Cretaceous. Variations in
sediment thickness are interpreted as a series of arches, uplifts, basins, or embayments
from geophysical or borehole data (Reference 413). Generally, these arches and basins
are sedimentary responses to minor warping, regional tilting, sedimentary compaction, or
sea level changes and are not considered associated with faulting or tectonic events
(Reference 413). In some cases, the highs or lows seen in the stratigraphy may be
mimicking Mesozoic paleotopography. The Bahama Platform is also largely undeformed,
but does include sparse post-rift faulting or deformation, generally adjacent to the Cuban
orogen. The EPRI (Reference 456) earthquake catalog and the updated earthquake
catalog completed for the Units 6 & 7 site investigation (Subsection 2.5.2.1) indicate that
north of Cuba and the northern Caribbean seismic source model (Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3)
earthquakes are sparsely and randomly distributed within the site region and that none of
the earthquakes can be associated with a known geologic structure (Subsection 2.5.2.3).
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

A paragraph regarding the queried fault will be added to the FSAR Subsection
2.5.1.1.1.3.2.1. in a future COLA revision.

Queried Fault from Cunningham et al.

Cunningham et al. (Reference 373) postulate that a fault or paleotopography could be
responsible for elevation variations in the Arcadia formation in southwestern Florida
(Figure 2.5.1-229). The queried structure is between 50 and 60 kilometers long (30 -
367 miles) (Figure 2.5.1-229), and at its nearest approach, the eastern end of the
queried fault is approximately 41 kilometers (25 miles) west of the Turkey Point
Units 6 & 7 site.

Figure 2.5.1-234 shows a cross-section across southern Florida that was developed
with data from eight wells in southern Florida, with variable horizontal scale between
pairs of wells- and, thus, with variable vertical exaggeration. Between the
southernmost two wells, Cunningham et al. (I 998Reference 373) postulate the
existence of a fault that cuts up through Avon Park Formation, Suwannee Limestone,
and Oligocene-Miocene-age Arcadia Formation, and potentially places the Arcadia
Formation in fault contact with the lower portion of the overlying Miocene-Pliocene
Long Key Formation. Alternatively, the Long Key Formation may be interpreted as
deposited across a paleoscarp. Reference 373 labels the postulated fault on this
cross sectien cross section with two question marks, indicating the speculative
nature of this fault.

In cross section, the postulated fault cuts units as young as the Miocene Arcadia
formation, and although the Miocene to Pliocene Long Key Formation and the
Pleistocene Key Largo are depicted as unfaulted, they have thickness and elevation
differences across the structure (Figure 2.5.1-234). Higher up-up, section above the
queried fault tip, Cunningham et al.'s-(1998 (Reference 373) cross scction cross
section shows marine carbonate stringers that could be interpreted as deformed by
slip on the underlying fault. Alternatively, these marine carbonate stringers could
represent deposition draped across a paleoscarp and thus could post-date slip on
the underlying postulated fault.

Although the postulated fault in Figure 2.5.1-234 would not represent a Quaternary
faulting hazard for the site if it existed, in detail the thickness and stratigraphic
variations may instead be related to paleotopography. Indeed, the top of the Arcadia
Formation is known to be an erosional unconformity with significant
paleotopographic variation. For example, "A distinct regional unconformity and
subaerial exposure surface at the top of the Arcadia Formation separates the Long
Key and Arcadia Formations" (Reference 393). A Gross.sectio cross section
presented by Reference 393 depicts 90 meters (295 feet) of relief on the top of the
Arcadia Formation surface in southern Florida, while the thickness of the Arcadia
Formation varies from 200 meters (656 feet) in the central portion of the Florida
peninsula to between 0 and 20 meters (0 and 66 feet) farther east (Reference 394). A
study in southern Florida determined that intensification of marine currents
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increased the erosion of marine carbonates and led to a significant time hiatus (more
than 4 m.y.) following deposition of the Arcadia Formation (Reference 934) and the
influence of Arcadia Formation paleotopography on highs in subsequent carbonate
and clastic deposition in southernmost Florida has been recognized (Reference 395).

On Key Largo, relief on the top of the Arcadia Formation as large as 40 meters (131
feet) was found between borings only a few kilometers apart (Reference 393).
Furthermore, in other cross sections presented by Reference 2.5.4-273, the elevation
of the top of the Arcadia Formation varies by approximately 100 meters (328 feet)
between wells W-3174 and W-17086 (88 km kilometers or 55 miles apart), by 50
meters (164 feet) between wells W-17156 and W-12554 (56 km kilometers or 35 miles
apart), and by 25 meters (82 feet) or 1.2 miles between wells W-3011 and W-17157 (2
km kilometers apart), all interpreted without faulting. The slope required to achieve
this latter elevation variation, 0.7 degrees, is actually greater than the slope required
to achieve the elevation variation observed in the Arcadia Formation between the
Everglades Park and Gulf Oil wells, where the queried fault is depicted in Figure
2.5.1-234 (approximately 100 meters [328 feet] over 18 kilometers [11 miles] of
distance, or a 0.3-degree slope). Numerous other examples exist throughout
southern Florida of steeper paleotopographic slopes on the top of the Arcadia
Formation that are not associated with faulting. In addition, the down-to-the-south
separation depicted on the postulated fault in Figure 2.5.1-234 is consistent with, and
may, in part, be attributed to the regional southward dip of the strata towards the
South Florida Basin in the area (e.g., R.e.fcr.n 389; References 377 and 389).

The karst-influenced paleotopography of the Arcadia Formation is detailed in
Reference 936. While using borings at a much finer spacing than Cunningham study,
the Hine study documents karst sub-basins with as much as 100 meters (328 feet) of
relief over distances of kilometers to tens of kilometers on the top of the Arcadia
Formation in west-central Florida. They attribute this relief to a mid- to late-Miocene
sea-level sea level lowstand that caused dissolution in the deeper carbonates, such
as the Arcadia Formation, and formed paleotopographic depressions and non-
tectonic deformation in the Arcadia Formation (Reference 936).

Alternative interpretations of well data in southern Florida, often including the three
wells closest to the postulated fault, provide evidence for unfaulted Eocene to
Pliocene stratigraphy in the same location (e.g-., References 389, 393, 3W, 934, 935).
For example, Reference 934 provides a stratigraphic correlation diagram across the
projection of the queried fault from Cunningham et al. (4998Reference 373) and
interprets no faulting. This diagram also displays similar relief between boreholes
on the top of the Arcadia to the north. Likewise, the regional north-south-oriented
cross section cross section shown in Figure 2.5.1-233 intersects the projection of
the queried fault and does not indicate faulting in the area.

As shown in Figure 2.5.1-354381, there are three wells adjacent to the queried
structure: Gulf Oil W-3510 south of the postulated fault and W-1115 and W-2404
north of it. The Gulf Oil well W-3510 appears to control the set of structure contours
used to delineate the area of faulting (Figures 2.5.1-234 and 36-42.5.1-381). Yet, other
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published contour maps of the same well data use dashed contours and question
marks to indicate uncertainty in contouring such sparse data in the Florida Bay area
(Reference 393). A later publication (Reference 935) also provides interpretations of
unfaulted Miocene to Pliocene stratigraphy in the same location as the postulated
fault from Reference 273.

In summary, numerous other sources using similar well data indicate unfaulted
strata that gently dips to the south in this location, reflecting the influence of the
South Florida Basin (e~g-., References 389, 393, 3 396, and 827). The fault
postulated by Reference 273 has not been documented in any subsequent
investigations and numerous examples of paleotopographic variation in the top of
the Arcadia support a non-fault-related origin for the stratigraphic variations seen in
Figure 2.5.1-234
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The following figure will be revised in a future COLA revision:

Figure 2.5.1-229 Regional Tectonic Features
wWw

Sources: References 822, 482, 823, 457, 212, and 421
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The following new figure will be included in FSAR Subsection 2.5.1 in a future COLA
revision:

Figure 2.5.1-381 Structure Contour Map of the Top of the Oligiocene-
Miocene Arcadia Formation
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The following references will be included in FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.3 in a future COLA

revision:

934. Guertin, L. A., Missimer, T. M., and McNeill, D. F., 2000, Hiatal
duration of correlative sequence boundaries from Oligocene-
Pliocene mixed carbonate/siliciclastic sediments of the south
Florida Platform: Sedimentary Geology, v. 134, pp. 1-26, 2000.

935. Cunningham, K. JD., Bukry, D., T. Sato--,-., J. Barron,-j.A-., L. Guertin, L- A-.,
and R. Reese, R. S., 2WO4, Sequence sStratigraphy of a sSouth Florida
CGarbonate Rramp and Bbounding Ssiliciclastics (Late Miocene-Pliocene);,
Florida Geological Survey, Special Publication 49, pp. 35-66, 2001.

936. Hine A.--., B. Suthard, C S. Locker, &-D- K. Cunningham, K-J-.- D.
Duncan, S M Evans, W, and R Morton, R.A. 2009, Karst Ssub-Bbasins
and their Rrelationship to the Ttransport of Tertiary Ssiliciclastic
Ssediments on the Florida Platform.:-, International Association of
Sedimentologists, Special Publication: v. 41, pp. 179-197, 2009.
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The first and second paragraphs of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2 will be revised as
shown below in a future revision of the FSAR:

2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2 Bahama Platform Tectonic and Structural Features

Structures of the Bahama Platform

The Bahama Platform, like the Florida Platform, is best characterized by continuous,
horizontal carbonate deposition, rarely interrupted by faulting or other deformation (Figure
2.5.1-245). Because the platform is largely submerged, all information about potential
structures is gained from interpretations of seismic lines, and therefore is subject to
limitations. The vast majority of seismic lines inspected and available to this study confirm
the unfaulted nature of Cretaceous and younger strata across the Bahama Platform and
southern Florida Platform (Figures 2.5.4 262, 2.5.1-268263, 2.5.1-26,268, 2.5.1-269,
2.5.1-270, 2.5.1-271, and 2.5.1-272). However, a few exceptions to this exist, such as the
...m.afa..t deformation associated with the Santaren anticline (Figure 2 .5 .1-2 7 8 )i anP41
normal faults in the Straits of Florida (Figure 2.5.1-273), the Walkers Cay fault (Figure
2.5.1-275), and the eastern Bahama Platform (right panel of Figure 2.5.1-264). These
you ngerfcaturcsarcgenReallyassGciatedwith ,and Cnlspoi t'oh~~a uban~
e~egen.

Mesozoic Normal Faults of the Bahama Platform

As described above, the openings of the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean led to the
development of Mesozoic normal faults that extended the basement beneath the Florida
and Bahama Platforms. No detailed maps of the entire subsurface Bahama Platform exist,
but limited mapping of such faults has been done in conjunction with large-scale seismic
surveys. For example, Au'tinctal.(R.f.rc ,,e,32)•dntif'•,'s...nnorm.a...,.faults.uttia•g,
Cr,.taccoG.hoE-riZOnnth-Exu..aSou.d,and a seismic line in the Straits of Florida identified
several minor normal faults cutting a Cretaceous horizon (Figure 2.5.1-274). More
commonly, the basement of the Bahama Platform is depicted as a series of fault blocks with
syn-teGto esyntectonic Triassic to Jurassic strata, draped by undeformed Lower and/or
Upper Cretaceous strata. (Figucs2.5.1 264and2.5.1 242). In the eastern Bahama
Platform, Sheridan et al. (Reference 307) interpret normal faults cutting Lower
Cretaceous strata that are draped by unfaulted Upper Cretaceous (Santonian or
Cenomanian) strata (right panel of Figure 2.5.1-264). On Figure 2.5.1-263, a north-
south seismic line located east of the site indicates a normal faulted basement of
Paleozoic to Jurassic strata draped by unfaulted Upper Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous strata. Similarly, the seismic line interpretation on Figure 2.5.1-243
indicates faulted basement covered by undeformed Upper Jurassic and younger
strata. On Figures 2.5.1-268 and 2.5.1-269, flat unfaulted Lower Cretaceous and
younger strata cover the Bahama Pplatform.
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The notes for FSAR Figure 2.5.1-270 will be revised as shown below in a future revision of
the FSAR:

Notes:
(a) Seismic line OBC-8B, C, 48-trace, 24-fold; four air guns of 6000 cubic inches total
volume, fired at 500 psi in 25-second intervals; data not deconvolved or migrated.
(b) Interpretation of line OBC-8B, C Identification of reflectors seaward of escarpment is
based on correlation with DSDP Site 99. Modified from: Reference 794 687
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Reference 2.5.1- 794 in FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.3 will be revised as shown in a future
revision of the FSAR:

794. Schlager, W., R. Buffler,-R., D. Angstadt,-D., and R. Phair,-R-. "32. Geologic
History of the Southeastern Gulf of Mexico," Initial Reports DSDP, 77, R. Buffler,-R-F,
W. Schlager,-W-, J. Bowdler,-J-. P. Cotillon,-P-I., R. Halley,--I., et al., (eds.), Washington,
D. C., U.S. Government Printing Office, pp. 715-738, 1984.
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The second and third paragraphs of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2 will be revised as
shown below in a future FSAR revision:

For example, Austin et al. (Rc~fc~rcPnce 432 785) identify seven normal faults cutting a-
Cretacous horiZon in thc Exuma Sound, and a seismic line in the Straits of Florida-

idetifedseveral minor normal faults cutting a Crct-a-eoeus horizon (Figure 2.5.1-274).r
MoAnre commonly, the basement of the Bahama PlatforFm is dcpicatcd as a scrics of
fault bleocks Witth syn tectonic. Tri-asssic- to Jur-assic- strata, draped by undcformed
Crctaccous strata (Figures 2.50.1-2614 -and 2.5.1-213).

Walkers Cay Fault

TheVWalkersCayfaultsmappedjsitnorthaflyidtteBahamaBank(apprnBomatelyn (8 mieference
k44niometrfromthof Lits6&7tsite)(Feg u re2.5.1 229)onascresoflection defIeetiGerprmfiae d
(RbfeBrenanM7l).Howevend(fferentsce7ismStudieshavedcpfuted diffeientgekometriesfroth2
cctimatcdtraceofthefa u tan d itslaOcatio ns houdb cocdreucrti.riialyteou

ffsetonth estructu rewasnte rpeted asthe topefaseisig ues25-75relateda2ig5ene,w1-
75t) 1 o0meters(25Qt,33ifeet) al.ff(et(Referen e785 )(Fig ro z275).oLatefworkwithame
detailendofeinMinstudividaledtran thingthez neofThesboundariesothep arlk

C~eayfault zoneiare definedaserhavingatepmtore easnthaoerlystikthngsthefauth iofenanrc
Guren tandMlln Reeece71)ada iiarlnth(igr .5136) h

tiale ofthefaultindidatingof nthnuingdffexrentseialnubigd ene(R-fCren ace32)(Fuse2.5. 1r
3w6).H mwevetso amalyhascbof0'eenudicatothathepW lkersWayfaul torsasimila
mayemtendt-thes rgure2.5.1 276ad2.5.1 277).Regional summa(ee0aasigna

FeaItivaticnef MeszooWrmalfak Cyulttivngbasemict(Refeetne3l7i).swhilesthataaboveth
leigoensofinrprnhavetatio nterpretedaubcthftedinthepubnfaltis(e.g. ,Referencsa

4175and 132), HarwoodandTowcrs(Reference1 76)ind icatethattheWalkerS~ayfa ulhasonn
aminimaleffec~tonmc--idle-AioceRneandyoun~ge-rstr;ata-.Bec-Paus-eoftheminor de-formatio-not
M iGcencado ngestrata ,theV~alker-sC~ayfau ltiSconcludedtobea Tertiar','trUctUre,and
thUs,notconsideredacapabletectGonistructUre.

The Walkers Cay fault was initially identified by Mullins and Van Buren (Reference
474) north of Little Bahama Bank based on seismic reflection data. As later mapped
by Van Buren and Mullins (Reference 791), the fault is a 33-kmkilometer-long (21-
mile-long) structure that strikes north-northeast (Figures 2.5.1-275 and F-igure 2.5.1 -
366). In contrast, Austin et al. (Reference 785) depict a broad zone of faulting by
mapping the northwest and southeast boundaries of the zone, but do not map the
extent of any individual strands within the zone. These boundaries of the Walkers
Cay fault zone are defined as having a more easterly strike than the fault of Van
Buren and Mullins (Reference 791) and a similar length (Figure 2.5.1-366). The
spatial coincidence of the faulting expressed in Oligocene- to Cretaceous-age strata
with a magnetic anomaly has been used to interpret the Walkers Cay fault as a
basement-involved structure (References 307 and 474474 and 307).
In the vicinity of the Walkers Cay fault, five seismic reflection lines with variable
levels of interpretation have been reproduced in the published literature. Mullins and
Van Buren (Reference 474) and Van Buren and Mullins (Reference 791) present two
air gun seismic reflection profiles (Profile 4 and Profile E) in their reports about this
structure (Figure 2.5.1-366). Shortly thereafter, the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Leg
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101 conducted another seismic survey of the north slope of Little Bahama Bank and
these data are discussed in several publications (e4g, References 476, 785, 937, 938,
and 940937, 938, 47•6, 940, and 785). Three published seismic lines from that work
(Lines LBB-13, LBB-17 and LBB-18) depict the Walkers Cay fault or a splay of the
fault (Figure 2.5.1-366). In at least one of those lines (Line LBB-18), the authors
interpret a normal fault "believed to be the Walkers Cay normal fault" as extending
up to the seafloor, suggesting possible Quaternary activity (Reference 785,1p-401-)
(Figure 2.5.1-367). Normal faulting is reportedly visible on lines LBB-5, LBB-6, and
LBB-15 (Reference 476), but these seismic lines have not been reproduced in any of
the publications from ODP Leg 101.

Borehole data in the vicinity of these seismic profiles indicate that the Quaternary
section is limited to a thin veneer. At ODP sites 627, 628, and 630, analysis of cores
found that planktonic foraminifers associated with Pleistocene sediments are limited
to approximately the uppermost 15.5 meters (50.9 feet), 3.6 meters (11.8 feet), and
18.2 meters (59.7 feet), respectively (Figure 2.5.1-366) (References 937, 938, 939).
There is no indication of abrupt thinning or thickening of layers in the seismic
profiles that would suggest these observations are spatial anomalies. Furthermore,
these thicknesses are in agreement with regional mapping (Reference 941) that
indicates Neogene (Pliocene or Miocene) strata are within 20 meters (66 feet) of the
seafloor in this area. Thus, to determine if the Walkers Cay fault is a Quaternary
structure, seismic data would need to resolve displacement within approximately the
uppermost 20 meters (66 feet) of seafloor sediments.

In summary, on only one of the five interpreted seismic lines that cross the Walkers
Cay fault (LBB-18) do the authors interpret a fault reaching the seafloor (Figure 2.5.1-
367) (Reference 785). This is consistent with the summary of seismic lines collected
in ODP Leg 101 that states that "throughout the area it [the Walkers Cay fault] has
only a minimal effect on sediments younger than middle Miocene" (Reference 476,-1.
266). The possibility of Quaternary slip on the Walkers Cay fault cannot be precluded
by the available data. For this reason, a hazard sensitivity calculation for a Walkers
Cay fault source is presented in Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.4.

Several new paragraphs will be inserted into a new FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.4.4.3.4 to
describe the hazard sensitivity studies for the Walkers Cay fault, Cuba faults, and Cuba
areal source zone. The text below for the Walkers Cay fault will be added in a future FSAR
revision:

2.5.2.4.4.3.4 Hazard Sensitivity Calculations

Hazard sensitivity calculations were performed to assess the significance of certain
aspects of the PSHA for the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site. Calculations were
performed to assess the potential impact of: (1) the Walkers Cay fault., (2) several
faults within Cuba., and (3) different approaches to modeling the Cuba areal source
zone.
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2.5.2.4.4.3.4.1 Walkers Cay Fault Hazard Sensitivity Calculation

The Walkers Cay fault lies northeast of the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site and
straddles the 200-mile site region boundary (Figure 2.5.1-366). Subsection
2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2 describes geologic and seismic reflection data for the Walkers Cay
fault. Based on the available data that suggest possible faulting of the seafloor,
Quaternary activity on the Walkers Cay fault cannot be precluded. For this reason, a
hazard sensitivity calculation was performed to assess the potential impact of a
Walkers Cay fault source on the probabilisti-.c cc•.m.c hazard analysis (PSHA) for the
Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site.

The geometry of the Walkers Cay fault source is based on the mapping of Mullins
and Van Buren (Reference 355). For the purposes of the hazard sensitivity
calculation, the Walkers Cay fault is assumed to have a vertical dip angle and a
rupture depth from 0- 15 kmkilometers (0-9 miles). The characteristic magnitude for
the Walkers Cay fault source is based on the empirical surface rupture length-
magnitude regression from Wells and Coppersmith (Reference 334) for all fault
types, assuming a surface rupture length equal to the 33-kilomter (21-mile) km
mapped length of the fault. This regression provides a median value of Mw 6.8.
Uncertainty associated with this value is accounted for in the hazard sensitivity
calculation by allowing earthquakes of 0.2 magnitude units larger or smaller than the
characteristic event. The characteristic magnitude distribution [and weights]
assigned to the Walkers Cay fault source is: Mw 6.6 [0.2], 6.8 [0.6], 7.0 [0.2].

There are no data with which to directly determine the late Quaternary slip rate on
the Walkers Cay fault. There are, however, data and observations that can be used to
constrain possible slip rate values for the Walkers Cay fault source. The slip rate
distribution in mm/yF millimeters/year [and weights] assigned to the Walkers Cay
fault source for the hazard sensitivity calculation is: 0.001 [0.2], 0.01 [0.6], 0.05 [0.2].
The largest weight in this distribution is accorded to a slip rate of 0.01
mmiy millimeters/year, which appears to represent a limiting rate beyond which there
would be a significant likelihood that vertical separations of Quaternary and Pliocene
deposits would be sufficiently large to be observable within the presently available
data. Also, the lack of perturbations observed in structure contours of Miocene- and
Cretaceous-age contacts in the vicinity of the Walkers Cay fault suggests that the
total amount of vertical separation across the fault likely is on the order of tens of
meters or less.

For the purpose of the hazard sensitivity calculation, a characteristic earthquake
recurrence model (Reference 356), but with no contribution from an exponential
portion of the recurrence curve at lower magnitudes- is assumed for the Walkers Cay
fault source. Walkers Cay fault hazard is calculated using the Mid-continent crustal
model and non-rifted coefficients from the EPRI 2004 attenuation relations.
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The results of the sensitivity study indicate that adding the Walkers Cay fault to the
total hazard results in 104 mean annual frequency of exceedance (MAFE) amplitudes
that are 0.3 percent higher at I Hz and 0.5 percent higher at 10 Hz, and annual
frequencies of exceedance, at the FSAR 104 MAFE amplitudes, that are 0.7 percent
higher at I Hz and 1.0 percent higher at 10 Hz. As such, the results of the hazard
sensitivity calculation based on the conservative seismic source characterization of
the Walkers Cay fault indicate that further consideration of the Walkers Cay fault for
the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site hazard is unwarranted due to its insignificant
contribution to site hazard.

New references will be included in a future revision of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.3:

937. Austin, J.A-., Jr., W. Schlager,-W., A. PalmerA--Ar., et al., Proceedings of the
Ocean Drilling Program, Initial Results (Part A), 101: 6, Site 627: Southern Blake
Plateau: PL. pp. 111-212, 1986a.

938. Austin, J-A,., Jr., W. Schlager,-W., A. Palmer, A-.A et al., Proceedings of the
Ocean Drilling Program, Initial Results (Part A), 101: 7, Site 628: Little Bahama Bank,
pp. 213-271, 1986b.

939. Austin, J.A-., Jr., W. Schlager, W- A. Palmer, A.A. et al., Proceedings of the
Ocean Drilling Program, Initial Results (Part A), 101: 8, Site 629 and 930630: Little
Bahama Bank, pp. 271-340,1986G.

940. Austin, J. Aq Jr., W. Schlager, Wq et al, Proceedings of the Ocean Drilling
Program, Scientific Results, 101: 29, Leg 101: An Overview, pp. 455-472, 1988a.

941. Reed, J.C-., J. Wheeler, J4-, and B. Tucholke, • Decade of North
American Geology, Geologic Map of North America, The Geological
Society of America, Boulder, Colorado, 2005.

A New reference will be included in a future revision of FSAR Subsection 2.5.2.7

947 356. Youngs, R.R, and K. Coppersmith, K4. Implications of Ffault Sslip
Rfates and Eearthquake Rrecurrence Mmodels to Pprobabilistic Sseismic
Hhazard Eestimates, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, v-.Vol. 75,
no No. 4, pp.939-964, 1985
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FSAR Figure 2.5.1-276 will be replaced with the following revised figure in a future revision
of the FSAR:

Figure 2.5.1-276 Seismic Line and Interpretation Across the Walkers Cay Fault
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Figure 2.5.1-366 will be added as a new figure in a future revision of the FSAR:

Figure 2.5.1-366 Mapped Depictions of the Walkers Cay Fault Based on Seismic Data
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Figure 2.5.1-367 will be added as a new figure in a future revision of the FSAR:

Figure 2.5.1-367 Interpretation of the Walkers Cay fault in Seismic Line LBB-1 8
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Source: References 476,-Referen•e and 785
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Santaren Anticline

The northwest-trending detachment fold that primarily affects Cretaceous to Miocene
strata and represents the northern limit of the Cuban fold-thrust belt (Reference 501--(,
Figures 2.5.1-229,.F.igur.e and 2.5.1-350). Initial work indicated that folding initiated in the
Late Cretaceous, reached maximum expression in the early Cenozoic, and experienced
differential compaction in the late Cenozoic (Reference 501), a timeline consistent with the
end of Cuban-orogeny in the latest Eocene.

Detailed analysis of the stratigraphy indicates that the sy.n •e;toe•v syntectonic growth
strata maya agefre are Eocene and younger toLatePlioccne.Theanaly.i. and was
a.Ise used to infer Pliocene or potential early Quaternary activity on the structure
(References 426 and 479, Figure 2.5.1-278)--References 426 and 479 use the
geometries and inferred ages of growth strata associated with the Santaren anticline
to respectively model the shortening rate and the temporal variability in
sedimentation and fold-growth rates since Late Oligocene time. The authors
conclude that the geometry of Santaren anticline growth strata results from the
interplay between sedimentation and tectonic fold uplift and that sedimentation and
fold-growth rates have been highly variable over time, though sedimentary
processes, such as localized bottom-current erosion and sediment compaction
(Reference 501), could be responsible for the stratigraphic variations.

Reference 2..A-479 interprets the variation as indicating that the "evolution of the
Santaren anticline consists of cycles that involved tectonically active periods
separated by interruptions in which the tectonic activity fell to zero" (Reference
2-6%.1-479%p-24). Furthermore, their analysis suggests that the preponderance of
tectonic growth of the Santaren anticline occurred puier.to before 20 Ma (i.e.,
before bed E in Figure 2.5.1-278). Since that time, the average fold uplift rate is
approximately 0.03 millimeters per year, corresponding to a shortening rate of
0.001 millimeters per year (Reference 426). Reference 479 concludes that, for the
time period 6.2 Ma to present, "there were many lapses within this [time period]
during which no tectonic uplift occurred" (Reference 2 .6 .- 4 7 9 ,--p 2 1) and that the
greatest fold uplift rate since approximately 6.2 Ma occurred during or just before
deposition of beds K2 and K3, which are assigned Late Miocene age. Since
deposition of beds K2 and K3, Santaren anticline fold uplift rates have been at or
near zero (Figure 2.5.147-8278). The youngest interval for which a non-zero uplift
rate was calculated was the early Quaternary M2- M3 interval, which has a 0.05
millimeters-per-year (0.002 inches-per-year) fold uplift rate (Reference _21-6.1.-.79t,
Figure 2.5.1-278). However, it should be noted that the calculation of fold uplift,
based on differences in crestal relief, incorporates measurements, calculations,
and assumptions that are assigned an error of 10% percent (Reference 426). The
calculated crestal relief between beds M2 and M3 is less than 24 meters (79 feet),
and this reflects the difference between two values that each may vary by ± 130
meters (427 feet) (References 426 and 479). Howeverth... dtald.•t•,at*g.aphi.ana ys is
.Rndicatesha tth.e va stm aio r it Gf upif toar shoar t en in qaor.r.u r r adi he-for e-2 0 A4;At wth ;4n
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averaqeTola upliTirateeT.ujm~llllmeterSlyearFlnaractcrlz n lne
v •

approtxmate•iy-' Ma khn5eteFenrcr h9d.

stmaintaininoconstantbed thickness but
;ome beds do thin across;i the anticline (RefrenRe 179) (Fmigure 2.5.1 278). Thirs could be

Iecr-,;;,liZedbottom . u .rentee.s.onandsedi m nentcMpa4,, . .n(e.g., Reference 501). The
prepondeaRnGe preponderance of data indicates that this structure s was
predominantly active in the Eocene, with waning activity throughout the Miocene, and
possible, yet questionable, deformation into the early Quaternary. However, beds
with ages of approximately I Ma and younger show no evidence of deformation
(Reference 479, Figure 2.5.1-278). Horizontal shortening rates over the last 203.6 Ma
are e*peGtedestimated to be leesthan 04 0.0003 mmmillimeterlyr-year and seismicity
near this structure is sparse (Reference 426; Figure 2.5.1-350). The fold may be rooted
in Jurassic evaporites, such as the Punta Allegre formation (References 307 and 477),
which could account for this structure's apparent longevity without clear tectonic
mechanisms.

Figure 3 will be added as a new FSAR figure in a future COLA revision as Figure 2.5.1-350.

Figure 2.5.1-350 Regional Seismicity Plotted on a Map of the Nortecubana Fault and
Santaren Anticline

Source: References 439, 443, 448, 477, 492, 494, and 770FSAR Scction 2.5.1.3
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The following text will be added to FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.2 in a future revision of the
FSAR:

Straits of Florida Normal Faults

A series of short, steep normal faults exist in the western Straits of Florida southwest of Turkey
Point (Reference 480) (Figure 2.5.1-229). These faults are mapped using seismic data in
Paleocene and Eocene strata and are buried by undeformed Miocene and younger strata
(Figures 2.5.1-209 and 2.5.1-273). This faulting represents syn-tectonic deformation of the
Cuban foreland basin during its collision with the Florida-Bahama Platform (References 794
and 482). Seismic studies in central Straits of Florida indicate that Paleocene to Eocene strata
dip to the south indicating the flexure of the southern margin of the Bahama Platform in
response to loading from the Cuban orogeny (Reference 221). These syntectonic Paleocene
and Eocene strata are terrigenous and were shed directly from Cuba into northward-
tapering wedges observed in seismic data (Figure 2.5.1-209). In contrast, the late middle
Eocene to early middle Miocene strata were deposited uniformly over most of the southern
straits of Florida, with pelagic to hemipelagic sedimentation, indicating that the Straits of
Florida had subsided to 'near-modern' depths with a change in tectonic regime. The
development of sediment drifts in Middle Miocene and younger strata reveal increased current
strength in the Straits of Florida at this time (Reference 221). Just outside of the site region,
but in a comparable tectonic environment in the southeastern Gulf of Mexico,
interpretation of seismic lines indicate that generally no major displacements affect
strata above an upper Eocene unconformity (Reference 482), and lines within the site
regionp•, ,R- -,tedseismGicinc, indicate unfaulted strata above the late middle Eocene
unconformity (Reference 221). However, cases of later Tertiary reactivation of faults in the
area have been documented (e-,gS., Reference 484).

Also in the Straits of Florida, initial workers hypothesized faulting along the edges of
the Pourtales and Miami terraces and along other seafloor escarpments, but also
suggested that the escarpments could be original sedimentary features associated with
sediments deposited against the steeper face of old reef fronts (Referenec
94-2Reference 967) (Fig-ur 2.5.--35OFigure 2.5.1-379). Higher resolution, more detailed
seismic imaging has allowed the Pourtales escarpment and similar steep-sided
escarpments throughout the Gulf of Mexico, Straits of Florida, and Bahamas to be
recognized as relict carbonate platform margins, sometimes steepened and modified by
erosion, with drifts of younger sediment resting adjacent (Figure 2.5.1-351 Figure 2.5.1 -
380) (e-,g., References 687, 9-14951, and 9-4968). For example, Mullins and Neuman
(Reference 9-4968) conclude that there is no evidence for faulting at the
eastern edge of the Miami terrace and that truncated reflectors near the surface indicate
erosion was responsible for the observed stratigraphic variations.

South of the Straits of Florida normal faults, thrust faults are expected within a narrow
apron offshore of the Cuban coastline. These thrusts, such as the Nortecubana fault,
are discussed as part of the Cuban fold-and-thrust belt.
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Changes to the FSAR regarding both the onshore Las Villas fault and the Nortecubana fault
(possible equivalent to the offshore Las Villas of Malloy and Hurley (1970)) are incorporated as
part of the response to RAI 02.05.01-21.

The following text will be inserted after the ninth paragraph of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.3.2.4
preceding the discussion of the Pinar fault in a future revision of the FSAR:

Sierra de Jatibonico fault

The Sierra de Jatibonico fault is a 1-2 km-wide zone that parallels the trend of Cuba
along its 450 km length. Both Khudoley (Reference 910) and Hatten et al. (Reference
911) describe the fault as being vertical at the surface but gradually flattening at depth,
reaching a minimum dip of 55°S. Hatten et al. (Reference 911) state that there is a
component of right-lateral displacement along the fault, whereas Pardo (Reference 439)
only cites the throw of 1500 meters.

There are no studies that document fault activity or seismicity along the Sierra de
Jatibonico fault zone. Mapping by Hatten et al. (Reference 911) shows that the fault
juxtaposes the Zueleta and Remedios Units, each of which is capped by middle Eocene
sediments containing high-angle faults with a component of right-lateral slip. Pardo
(Reference 439) also dates the youngest units in the Jatibonico belt (approximately the
same as the Remedios Unit from Hatten et al., (Reference 911)) as middle Eocene.
Assuming that faulting within each unit was contemporaneous with movement on the
Sierra de Jatibonico fault, that provides a minimum age of last activity.

The following references will be added to FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.3, References, in a future
revision of the FSAR:

910. Khudoley, K.M.-,, Principal features of Cuban geology, American Association of
Petroleum Geologists Bulletin, w. Vol. 51, no. 5, pp. 668-677, 1967.

911. Hatten, C.W-., M. Somin, A7 G. Millan, 41 P. Renne, P-. R. Kistler, RW.- and J.
Mattinson, J4Mr.-,Tectonostratigraphic Uunits of CGentral Cuba, Eleventh
Caribbean Geological Conference Symposium Volume, Barbados, Brittish
West IndiesBWl, pp. 35:1-13, 1988.

967 942. Malloy, R.J-, and R. Hurley, RJ+"Geomorphology and Ggeologic Sstructure:
Straits of Florida,"- Geological Society of America Bulletin, v. 81, p. 1947-1972,
1970.

951 9Ui. Land, L. A-., and C. Paull, C-.K4 ",Submarine Kkarst Bbelt Rrimming the
Coontinental Sslope in the Straits of Florida," Geo-Marine Letters, v-.Vol.
20, pp. 123-132, 2000.

968 9-4. Mullins, H. T-., and A. Neuman, A.Geology of the Miami Terrace and its
palleo o ..anographic impli.ationsPaleooceanographic Implications,- Marine
Geology, w. Vol. 30, pp. 205-232, 1979.
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Figure 2.5.1-379 Map of Selected Seismic Lines in the Straits of Florida
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Figure 2.5.1-380 Profiles across the Miami/Pourtales Escarpment Illustrating the Variation in Geomorphology
and Stratigraphy
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ASSOCIATED COLA REVISIONS:

The following revised text in FSAR Subsection 2.5.0.4, Stability of Subsurface Materials
and Foundations, will be included in a future revision of the COLA.

2.5.0.4 Stability of Subsurface Materials and Foundations

The locations of the Units 6 & 7 nuclear islands are shown in Figure 2.5.4-201.

A combination of drilling, geophysics, and laboratory testing was used to characterize
the subsurface. The data-frem results of the initial subsurface investigations and
testing are presented in Reference 201. The results of the supplemental
subsurface investigations and testing are presented in References 202 and 203.

On average, ILimestone strata extend from 3 feet below the surface to a depth of
approximately 115 feet and are in turn underlain by sandy silty strata that extend to a
depth of approximately 450 feet. Below this depth, evaperateevaporite-capped
carbonate strata continue to basement volcanics at a depth of approximately 15,000
feet.

Karstification resulting from dissolution of carbonate rock can lead to the
creation of subsurface voids from which sinkholes might develop when the
process occurs at or near the earth's surface. However, based uponon
investigations completed to date, including review of published reports
pertaining to karst development in south Florida, geologic field reconnaissance,
and a detailed subsurface geotechnical investigation, it is concluded that
formation of large subsurface voids with the potential for collapse and
development of sinkholes is not likely at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site.

Two types of features related to dissolution of carbonate rock have been
identified at the site: (1) vegetated depressions at and near the ground surface
and (2) zones of secondary porosity within the underlying limestone. As further
discussed in Section 2 of Appendix 2.5AA, the vegetated depressions are thought
to be the result of a subaerial, epigenic, gradual process of carbonate dissolution
caused by downward seepage of slightly acidic meteoric water following
fractures, joints and bedding planes in the near-surface rock. These features have
formed either currently (onsite) or during the Wisconsinan glacial stage (on the
floor of Biscayne Bay) when continental glaciation had lowered sea level
approximately 100 meters and exposed the limestone on the floor of Biscayne
Bay to subaerial weathering and dissolution. The vegetated depressions are
surficial dissolution features that are not subject to collapse into an underground
solution cavity.

Because seawater saturated with calcium carbonate contains far less calcium
carbonate than freshwater saturated with calcium carbonate, the combined fluids
become under-saturated with respect to calcium carbonate, and dissolution of
carbonate rocks (limestone) occurs within the mixing zone at the
freshwaterlsaltwater interface of the two fluids (R.fer.nc. 2.5.1 945). Carbonate
dissolution in paleo-mixing zones of freshwater and saltwater has formed a
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second type of feature on the site: zones of secondary porosity. These zones of
secondary porosity have formed miG.!rkasrt microkarst features of generally
centimeter scale in limestone beneath the site and provide pathways of preferential
groundwater flow. The mirG-ka.rst microkarst features are thought to have formed by
solution enlargement of sedimentary structures in the rock near the contact of the
Miami Limestone and Key Largo Limestone and within the Fort Thompson Formation.
The zones of secondary porosity were formed during the Pleistocene when periods of
continental glaciation lowered sea level and allowed mixing of fresh and salt water
within the stratigraphic intervals of the zones. During these periods, fresh
groundwater flowed from inland areas, mixed with seawater near the shoreline, and
facilitated dissolution as it flowed through the zones to the sea.

The zones of secondary porosity have developed by solution enlargement of two
types of sedimentary structures: "touching-vug porosity" and "moldic porosity"
(Subsection 2.5.1.2.4). Touching-vug porosity forms the "Upper Zone" of secondary
porosity on the site that occurs near the contact of the Miami Limestone and the
underlying Key Largo Limestone, within the approximate depth interval of 20 to 36
feet-(6.1 to 10.7 meters) (20 to 35 feet) below the current land surface (Figures 2.5.1-
351, 2.5.1-352, and 2.5.1-353). Because the current land surface elevation at the site is
approximately O-feet-40 meters) (0 feet) NAVD88, this depth interval is also the
approximate elevation interval of-20 to -3-5 feet-(-6.1 to -10.7 meters) (-20 to -35 feet)
NAVD88. This zone will be removed completely during excavation of the nuclear island
foundations.

Moldic porosity forms the "Lower Zone" of secondary porosity on the site and occurs
in pockets within the approximate depth interval of -18.3 to -22.9 meters (- 60 to -75
feet) NAVD88 in the Fort Thompson Formation. While both the Upper and Lower zones
of secondary porosity formed in paleo-mixing zones of fresh groundwater and
seawater, groundwater in these zones now is saline (Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211)
and not conducive to further dissolution of the limestone host rock.

Mixing zones can occur in both surface water as point source discharge and in
groundwater as submarine groundwater discharge. An instance of a point source
discharge in the vicinity of Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 is the outfall of a drainage canal
into Biscayne Bay. Because the closest outfall is more than one•I mile from the site
(Figure 2.4.1-203), dissolution of carbonate rocks at the site due to point source
discharge is not likely.

Submarine groundwater discharge occurs as shoreline flow or further off-shere
offshore as deep pore water upwelling. The zones of secondary porosity in limestone
at the site are thought to have formed in the past by the process of shoreline flow.
Evidence that this process is active or was in the past at several other areas within the
site region and why it is not likely to pose a sinkhole hazard at the site is discussed in
Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1. These areas include a submarine paleokarst sinkhole in the
Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary,
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flank margin caves in the Bahamas, and the cenotes terrane of the Yucatan, Mexico,
where shoreline flow was the formative process for karstification. Because
groundwater at the site is saline (Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211), the
freshwater/saltwater interface is approximately 6-miles-(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland
from the site (Figure 2.4.12-207), and the long term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach,
Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.784foot-0.2 meter) (0.78
foot) per century (Re..F..n. 2.4.5 Subsection 2.4.5, Reference 206), carbonate
dissolution in a fresh groundwater/saltwater mixing zone by the process of shoreline
flow is not likely to develop large underground voids with the potential for collapse
and formation of sinkholes at the site.

Evidence of deep pore water upwelling in or near the site region is also discussed in
Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1. This process occurs within the sea bed on the off- shore
continental shelf where a layer of relatively impermeable rocks or sediments overlying
a confined aquifer is breached by erosion or tectonic action, allowing upwelling of
fresh groundwater into the ocean. At the site, the underlying Tamiami Formation and
Hawthorne Group combined comprise more than approximately 600-feet-(152
meters) (500 feet) of low-permeability rocks and sediments that overlie and confine the
Floridan Aquifer (Figures 2.4.12-202 and 2.4.12-204). Deep pore water upwelling
generally occurs well off shore, where the slope of the shelf is steeper and erosion of
this thickness of confining sediments more likely. For this reason, carbonate
dissolution associated with deep pore water upwelling is not likely to pose a threat of
surface collapse or sinkhole hazard at the site.

Data from the extensive site geotechnical subsurface investigation for Turkey Point
Units 6 & 7 described in References 201 and 202, including a multi-method surface
geophysical survey designed to detect subsurface cavities, offer no evidence that
karstification of the area has developed cavernous limestone with the potential for
collapse and formation of sinkholes (within the limits of the geophysical survey
imposed by diminishing resolution with increasing depth, decreasing cavity size, and
increasing offset from survey lines). Structure contour and isopach maps for the Key
Largo Limestone and Fort Thompson Formation and cross-sections prepared with
data from the site subsurface investigation do not suggest the existence of large
underground caverns or sinkholes.

The effects of potential changes in sea level and groundwater level during the life of
the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 plant have little potential to induce formation of large
underground cavities or sinkholes at the site. Because of the planned method of
groundwater control during site construction no significant change in groundwater
level or associated hydrodynamic stress that might lead to formation of sinkholes is
anticipated.
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The following text will be added after paragraph 7 of FSAR Subsection 2.5.1.1.1.1.1.1, Florida
Peninsula Physiographic Subprovinces and will be included in a future revision of the COLA.

Carbonate Dissolution at Freshwater/Saltwater Interfaces

The freshwater/saltwater interface is defined as the location where seawater intrudes
into a coastal aquifer and mixes with the discharging freshwater in a zone of mixed
groundwater composition. The chemical reactivity of the mixing zone stems from the
marked undersaturation with respect to carbonate minerals that develops from
mixing a carbonate saturated freshwater with near surface seawater in a system
closed with respect to carbon dioxide (Reference 945).
Dissolution occurs when the two fluids of different salinities combine, even though
both fluids are initially saturated with calcium carbonate (Reference 951). Because
seawater saturated with calcium carbonate contains far less calcium carbonate than
fresh groundwater saturated with calcium carbonate, the combined fluids become
undersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate. This condition promotes
dissolution of carbonate rocks.

Dissolution of limestone generally occurs where fresh, weakly acidic groundwater
circulates through soluble carbonate rock or within zones of mixing fresh and
seawater (References 263 and 965). The freshwater/saltwater interface within the
Biscayne Aquifer is located approximately 6-moles-(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland
from the site (Figure 2.4.12-207), groundwater at the site is saline (Tables 2.4.12-210
and 2.4.12-211) and the long-term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as
estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78 foot (0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per
century (R.fc..... 2.4.5 206SSubsection 2.4.5). Therefore, the site is not a location of
fresh groundwater discharge or mixing of fresh and saltwater, and the mechanism
necessary to form large solution cavities does not appear to be active on or near the
site.

Rising sea level will increase the ocean hydrostatic head and tend to force intrusion
of the freshwater/saltwater interface further inland and away from the site. Therefore,
the mixing zone mechanism necessary to increase the potential for carbonate
dissolution and formation of large solution cavities on or near the site will not exist.
Collapse of solution cavities is generally associated with lowering of groundwater
levels and withdrawal of buoyant support. A rising sea level will counter this effect.

Conversely, any potential lowering of sea level would tend to move the
freshwater/saltwater interface seaward and toward the site. However, the long- term
sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to
1981, is 0.7 foeet (0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Refcrcncc 2.4.5 20 Subsection
2.4.5), and sea level has been rising throughout the current interglacial stage of the
Holocene. A significant lowering of sea level is not likely to occur until a future
advance of continental glaciation, which is not likely to occur within the operating
lifetime of Turkey Point Units 6 & 7. The magnitude of sea-level lowering and the
corresponding time necessary to move the interface to a location within the area of
the site is not likely to occur within the operating lifetime of Turkey Point Units 6 & 7
(Reef,-n. 2.4.5 206Subsection 2.4.5). Therefore, increased carbonate dissolution or
formation of large solution cavities on or near the site due to a lowering of sea level is
not likely to occur during construction or operation of the plant.
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Several researchers (References 946, 947, 948, 949, and 950) indicate that carbonate
dissolution associated with the mixing of freshwater and saltwater occurs
predominantly at groundwater discharge sites or seafloor discharge zones. Mixing
can also occur in surface water. The dissolution mechanisms are point source
discharge and submarine groundwater discharge (SGD).

Point Source Discharae

Point source discharge is a concentrated flow of spatially constricted fresh surface
water into a saltwater body. The discharge can affect the local water chemistry
equilibrium with the potential to alter the rate of dissolution or deposition of
carbonates within the mixing zone in its vicinity. An example of a point source
discharge is surface water released to Biscayne Bay through drainage canal
discharge.

The freshwater/saltwater interface at the base of the Biscayne Aquifer is located
approximately 6-mrles-,9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland of Turkey Point Units 6 & 7, as
shown on Figure 2.4.12-207. The migration of saltwater inland along the base of the
aquifer occurs along the entire coastal zone and is the result of the aquifer's high
permeability, the lowering of inland groundwater levels from groundwater pumping
and surface drainage, and rising sea level (Reference 2.4.5 2066Subsection 2.4.5). As
shown on Figure 2.4.12-207, the position of the freshwater/saltwater interface was
relatively consistent between 1984 and 1995 and, in fact, provisional data from the
USGS (Reference 960) showing the 2008 freshwater/saltwater interface in southeast
Florida indicates a similar pattern.

Under natural conditions and prior to before anthropogenic activity (e.g. construction
of canals and enlargement of the Miami River) (References 267, 722, 955, 961, 962, and
963), the freshwater/saltwater interface in southeastern Florida was close to the
coastline and freshwater discharged from springs on the floor of Biscayne Bay. In the
late nineteenth century construction of flood control levees, drainage canals, and
urbanization changed the position of the freshwater/saltwater interface. Canals were
first dug through the Everglades to drain water from the area south of Lake
Okeechobee to enable agriculture to develop (Reference 267). These canals roughly
follow the transverse glades (i.e., narrow valleys or channels in which the soils (marl
and sand) and vegetation are similar to those in the Everglades). By the late 1920s,
major canals were constructed and rivers in the transverse glades were modified to
connect Lake Okeechobee with the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic Ocean (Figure 2.4.12-
207) (References 267 and 964). In the 1930s, the government initiated flood control
measures including levee construction and drainage channel modification. By the
1970s, gated control structures were installed at the coastal end of the primary
drainage canals to discharge excess water during the wet season and impede the
landward movement of saltwater during the dry season. The final phase of canal
development of the Everglades-South Dade conveyance system in the 1980s was
constructed to meet agricultural water-supply needs, control flooding, and mitigate
saltwater intrusion (Reference 267).
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The increased fresh surface water discharge from the Everglades to Biscayne Bay
and the Atlantic Ocean through the drainage canals and increased pumping from the
freshwater aquifer has probably had an impact on coastal groundwater hydrology by
contributing to inland migration of the freshwater/saltwater interface as shown in
Figure 2.4.12-207. Point source discharge also may have increased the potential for
dissolution of carbonate rocks in the immediate vicinity of the drainage canal outfalls.
However, stratification of fresh -water freshwater near the surface of the canal outfalls
may limit carbonate dissolution to the near surface.

Outfalls of drainage canals closest to the site are the Model Land Canal (Cl 07) outfall
near the southeast corner of the Turkey Point cooling water canals, approximately
moles-(8 kilometers) (5.0 miles) south of the site, and the Florida City Canal outfall,
approximately 4.2-moles&(1.9 kilometers) (1.2 miles) north of the site (Figure 2.4.1- 203).
Because of their distance from the site, the possible effect of freshwater stratification
near the outfalls, and the effects of variable discharge from the outfalls related to
operation of their control structures, variable rainfall, tidal fluctuations, and
hurricanes, neither outfall is likely to induce formation of cavernous limestone with the
potential for collapse at the site.

Submarine Groundwater Discharae

Submarine groundwater . .- harg- (SGD) is defined as the "phenomenon that forces
groundwater to flow from beneath the seafloor into the overlying ocean regardless of
its composition, whether freshwater, recirculated seawater, or a combination of both"
(References 946 and 952). SGD can be subdivided into "shoreline flow" (i.e., fresh
groundwater flow through an aquifer to the nearshore hea-shore ocean that is driven
by an inland hydraulic head) and "deep pore water upwelling" (DPU) (i.e., fresh
groundwater flow beyond the shoreline on the continental shelf through deeper
confined permeable shelf sediments and rocks, driven by buoyancy and pressure
gradients (Reference 946). Reference 953 states "SGD per unit length of coastline
could be very significant as a discharge process, due to the length of coastline where
SGD occurs; whether or not rivers are present". The extent of SGD or saltwater
intrusion at a given location is an issue of balance between hydraulic and density
gradients in groundwater and seawater along a transect perpendicular to the shoreline
(Reference 953). The two possible modes of submarine groundwater discharge!,
shoreline flow and deep pore water upwelling, are discussed below.

Shoreline Flow

As stated above, shoreline flow to the sea occurs when fresh groundwater flow
through an aquifer is driven by an inland hydraulic head. As the shoreline flow nears
the sea, it encounters the saltwater that has infiltrated from the ocean. The density of
freshwater is lower than that of saltwater and therefore it tends to flow above the
saltwater. The freshwater flowing toward the sea encounters an irregular interface
where mixing of the fluids is driven by diffusion and dispersion enhanced by ocean
forces (i.e., tidal pumping, wave setup, storms, buoyancy, and thermal gradients). This
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freshwater/saltwater circulation pattern and mixing is similar to that in surface
estuaries, leading to the term subterranean estuaries. Tidal forces operating in a
mixed medium (i.e., bedrock) may enhance dispersion along the freshwater/saltwater
interface and the permeability and preferential flow paths may be changed by chemical
reactions within the aquifer. Precipitation of solids can restrict or block some paths,
while dissolution will enlarge existing paths or open new ones (Reference 946).
Examples of shoreline flow are:

* Freshwater springs along Biscayne Bay (approximately -16-miles[25
kilometers] [16 miles] northeast of the site)

" Cave development along the Atlantic Coastal Ridge (approximately 1
moles 17 kilometersl [11 miles] north-northeast of the site)

* Submarine paleokarst sinkhole in the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary
(approximately 8-miles-[13 kilometersl [8 miles] south of the site)

" Blue holes of the Bahamas in eastern South Andros Island (approximately 1-20
miles- 190 kilometers] [120 miles] southeast of the site)

* Karst development on emergent carbonate islands in the Bahamas
(approximately 200-miles 320 kilometers] [200 miles] southeast of the
site)

* Karst development on the Yucatan Peninsula, Quintana Roo, Mexico
(approximately 35-moles-[560 kilometersl [350 miles] southwest of the
site)

Freshwater Springs along Biscayne Bay

Fresh groundwater had discharged along the Atlantic Coastal Ridge shoreline and
offshore as submarine springs before the drainage canals were built and prio.r.to
before substantial lowering of 'urfacc watcr surface water and groundwater levels in
southeast Florida. The groundwater flow conduits still exist and are dissolution
features within the Biscayne Aquifer. Springs reportedly discharged near shore as
freshwater boils in the shallow waters of Biscayne Bay (References 721, 954, and 955).
In the late 1800s and early 1900s, springs within the Biscayne Aquifer provided a
source of freshwater for sailing ships in Biscayne Bay. Parks (Reference 956)
describes a freshwater spring off Coconut Grove (south of Miami) that was first
documented in 1838 by Dr. Jacob Rhett Motte. Later a pump and platform was
constructed to enable dories to tie up while filling wooden kegs with freshwater fresh
water. This spring was marked as "freshwater" on Coast and Geodetic Survey
Navigation Chart No. 166 (1896) (Reference 954). However, while many shoreline
springs still exist in the bay and were formed by freshwater dissolution, salinity levels
of 8 to 31 g/L (8 to 31 parts per thousand) indicate that the water quality is beyond the
range for drinking water and, therefore, these groundwater discharges are no longer
freshwater springs. The discharge rates from these springs are low., most likely due to
blockage by sand in the conduits (Reference 954). The diminished discharge and water
quality in the shoreline springs suggests that the propensity for further development
of dissolution features by shoreline flow in near shore nearshore areas of southeast
Florida, including the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site, is diminished compared to the
prevailing conditions prior to redistribution of the groundwater flow.
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Langevin (Reference 948) suggested that the drainage canals are the present focal
points for groundwater discharge into Biscayne Bay, intercepting fresh groundwater
that would have discharged directly to the bay. Field observations by Langevin
(Reference 948) suggest that Biscayne Bay has changed from a system controlled by
widespread and continuous submarine discharge and overland sheet flow to one
controlled by episodic releases of surface water at the mouths of drainage canals. The
canals and pumping from the freshwater aquifer have lowered the water table, and
thus, submarine groundwater discharge has decreased. The Turkey Point Units 6 & 7
groundwater model is consistent with Langevin's model (Reference 948).

Cave Development along the Atlantic Coastal Ridge

Today, there are no freshwater springs discharging into Biscayne Bay. However, what
do remain are the currently dry channels of past groundwater flow that were formed
by freshwater dissolution. These are the caves of Miami-Dade County (Reference 955)
(Figure 2.5.1-354). The 19 air-filled caves and one water-filled cave in Miami-Dade
County found by Alan Cressler (Reference 955) are located along the eastern and
western flanks of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge. Most caves of southeastern Florida
occur on or along the eastern flanks of the ancient Atlantic Coastal Ridge, or along the
edges of transverse glades that cut through the Atlantic Coastal Ridge. According to
Cressler's (Reference 955) field observations and descriptions, the caves within the
Pleistocene limestones fall into four categories: (1) at least one is oriented along
fractures, (2) some caves are concentrated along the margins of transverse glades, (3)
some caves are composed of stratiform lateral passages, and (4) some caves have
entrances along the margins of cave-roof collapse. Most of the caves discovered by
Cressler (Reference 955) fall into the second category. The caves are concentrated
along the margins of transverse glades. Cressler (Reference 955) hypothesized that
slightly acidic water from the Everglades could be a potent agent for dissolving
limestone and forming the caves in the transverse glades in the Miami Limestone.
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The most extensive karst development in Miami-Dade County lies within the
boundaries of the Deering Estate County Park and Preserve (Reference 955) on the
eastern flank of the Atlantic Coastal Ridge. The Deering Estate County Park and
Preserve is located approximately -1 .moles (17.6 kilometers) (11 miles) north-northeast
of the site. Of the 19 air-filled caves identified by Cressler (Reference 955), seven are
located in the Deering Estate. Observations in the Deering Estate indicate that
variations in Pleistocene stratigraphy (i.e., Miami Limestone) may have played an
important role in the origin of many small caves, including the 120 feet (36.6 meter)
(120-foot)-Iong Fat Sleeper Cave. At Deering Estate, cave passages are commonly low,
wide and sandwiched between crossbeds of oolitic limestone. These stratiform
passages seem confined to a zone of rock with many centimeter-scale vugs related to
complex burrow systems. It is hypothesized that the burrow- related porosity provided
early preferential pathways for groundwater flow and concentrated dissolution. In
some caves, solution pipes penetrate the upper cross-bedded limestone and connect
to the land surface (References 954 and 955).

One of the most well known caves in Miami-Dade County, Palma Vista Cave, is located
on Long Pine Key in the Everglades National Park (Figure 2.5.1-355). The entrance of
the Palma Vista Cave probably formed by the collapse of a thin roof that spanned a
stratiform cave (Reference 954). The speleothems in the cave that are underwater are
important because their presence implies that they developed in Palma Vista Cave
during a previous, extended dry period (i.e., sea level low stand). Such a condition
would have existed when sea levels were much lower, such as the period between
abeut approximately 80,000 and 6,000 years ago (Reference 957).

The Atlantic Coastal Ridge caves formed by solution enlargement of sedimentary
structures in the Miami Limestone as groundwater entered the freshwaterlsaltwater
mixing zone and discharged as shoreline flow on the margin of the coastal ridge. The
freshwater/saltwater interface is approximately 6 moles4 (9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland
from the coast (Figure 2.4.12-207), shoreline flow at the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site is
brackish to saline (Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12- 211), and the long-term sea level rise
trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 078
foet-0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Rcfcrence 2.4.5 206. _ Subsection 2.4.5)-r.
Therefore, the mixing-zone process that formed the caves along the flanks of the
Atlantic Coastal Ridge is not likely to be active in formation of cavernous limestone
with the potential for collapse in the area of the site.

Submarine Paleokarst Sinkhole in the Key Largo National Marine Sanctuary

A large submarine, sediment-filled paleosinkhole in the Key Largo National
Marine Sanctuary off Key Largo, Florida (Figure 2.5.1-360) is described as having a
600-meter (-1-970-1970-foot) diameter with a depth likely to exceed 100 meters (328
feet) (Reference 959). The Key Largo submarine paleosinkhole lies beneath 5-7
meters (16-23 feet) of water, and is bordered by Holocene reefs to the east and marine
grass and carbonate sand to the west. Shinn et al. (Reference 959) jet probed to 54.5
meters (179 feet) and did not reach the bottom of the sinkhole. Patches of marine
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grass grow on the carbonate sands in the circular feature, but corals are absent
(Reference 959). The sediments as observed from the sediment cores consist of
monotonous gray aragonite mud visually lacking sedimentary laminations and
fossils. The composition of the sediment as analyzed by X-ray diffraction is
approximately 95 percent aragonite and 5 percent calcite. The oldest 14C age (from the
bottom of the jet probe sampler) is 5,650 5650 +/-90 years before present. The
youngest 14C age (just below the overlying carbonate sand cap) is 3-2M 3260 +/-60
years before present. The high percentage of aragonite and near absence of low-
magnesium calcite indicate the sediment is of marine origin and the 14C dates indicate
rapid deposition (Reference 959).

Shinn et al (Reference 959) postulate that the Key Largo sinkhole is a cenote that
formed during the Pleistocene. Fluctuations in sea level related to advance and
retreat of continental glaciers raised and lowered the fresh groundwater/seawater
shoreline mixing zone in the area of the sinkhole and facilitated dissolution of
carbonate rocks to a depth near the sea-level sea level low stand. As the Wisconsinan
ice sheet began to retreat and sea level began to rise 15,000 years ago, the shelf off
Key Largo was at least 100 meters (328 feet) above sea level. A shallow freshwater
lake would have formed at the bottom of the sinkhole. The lake would have gradually
deepened as the groundwater level adjusted to the rising sea level. By 64,= 6000
years ago, just before marine flooding of the shelf, the sinkhole would have been
surrounded by wetlands. Infilling of the sinkhole most likely began with precipitated
freshwater calcite muds (i.e., marl). As sea level continued to rise, fresh and brackish
water were replaced by saline waters. Marine sediment began to settle into the
sinkhole, at which time the sinkhole would have functioned like a giant sediment trap.
The 14C dates indicate that pulses of rapid sedimentation at 4.1 ka and 4.8 ka
(thousand years before present) punctuated marine sedimentation. These pulses were
likely the result of tropical hurricanes, which reworked and deposited the lime mud on
the Florida reef tract. The lime mud sedimentation ceased and was replaced by
sedimentation with skeletal carbonate sands approximately 3 ka. The eastern rim of
the sinkhole is dominated by coral reefs which are assumed to be the major source of
the carbonate sands that cap the muddy sediment (Reference 959).

In summary, the Key Largo submarine paleosinkhole began to form during the
Pleistocene. Infilling of the sinkhole began approximately 15,000 years ago when sea
level began to rise. The environment at the bottom of the sinkhole at that time was
essentially that of a freshwater lake that became brackish and eventually evolved to
the current marine environment, at which point conditions conducive for continued
limestone dissolution and sinkhole formation no longer existed. At approximately 6 ka
the sinkhole was inundated by seawater and became a sediment trap. Rapid pulses of
sedimentation occurred approximately 4.1 ka and
4.8 ka. At approximately 3 ka, coral reefs began to accumulate on the seaward side of
the sinkhole.

Because the position of the freshwater/saltwater interface is approximately 6 miles
(9.6 kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site (Figure 2.4.12-207), groundwater at the
site is saline (Tables 2.4.12-210 and 2.4.12-211), and the long-term sea level rise trend
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at Miami Beach, Florida, as estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78 feet
(0.2 meter) (0.78 foot) per century (Rcf.r.ncc 2.4.5 206Subsection 2.4.5), there is no
fresh groundwater shoreline flow near the site. Therefore, a freshwater/saltwater
mixing zone that would promote carbonate dissolution at the site does not now exist
and the process of shoreline flow that formed the Key Largo submarine paleokarst
sinkhole is not a mechanism that is likely to produce cavernous limestone with the
potential for collapse at the site.

Blue holes of the Bahamas, eastern South Andros Island

The blue holes of the Bahamas beneath South Andros Island lead to an extensive
system of underwater caves along nea:-Shore nearshore fracture systems (Figure
2.5.1-365). Formation of the blue holes, which reach depths exceeding 328 feet-(100
meters) (328 feet), began during a previous eustatic sea-level sea level low stand
associated with advance of continental glaciation during the Pleistocene.
Groundwater circulation to the blue holes is facilitated by the fracture permeability
that exists within the fracture systems in the carbonate rock. Investigations into
groundwater-seawater circulation in some of the holes offshore of South Andros
Island indicate a brackish mixture in the caves that readily dissolves aragonite but not
calcite, producing secondary porosity. The depletion of calcium in the saline
groundwater indicates precipitation of calcite cement. Bacterial processes possibly
due to submarine groundwater discharge also play a significant role in driving
carbonate dissolution in the Bahamas (References 946 and 950).

A similar near share nearshore fracture system has not been identified in the
limestones within the area of the Turkey Point Units 6 & 7 site. As noted previously,
the position of the freshwater/saltwater interface is approximately 6-miles-(9.6
kilometers) (6 miles) inland from the site (Figure 2.4.12-207), groundwater at the site is
saline (Table 2.4.12-211), the long term sea level rise trend at Miami Beach, Florida, as
estimated based on data from 1931 to 1981, is 0.78 feet (0.2 meter) (0.78 feet) per
century (Ref.rencc 2.4.5 206Subsection 2.4.5), and there is no fresh groundwater
shoreline flow near the site. Therefore, a freshwater/saltwater mixing zone that would
promote carbonate dissolution at the site does not now exist. For these reasons,
conditions favorable for formation of dissolution features similar to the blue holes of
the Bahamas do not appear to exist in the site area.

Karst Development on Emergent Carbonate Islands in the Bahamas

In the Bahamas, flank margin caves (Figures 2.5.1-361 and 2.5.1-362) form on
emergent carbonate islands due to the mixing of fresh and saltwater in the presence
of organic matter. The presence of organic matter allows oxidation to produce carbon
dioxide, which in turn produces carbonic acid that drives carbonate dissolution. This
carbonate dissolution results in anoxic conditions in the mixing zone of the fresh
groundwater lens. Complex oxidation/reduction reactions involving sulfur produce
acids that lead to further dissolution (Reference 263). The morphology of the flank




